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Agile teams are a journey

Strengths build on each 
other 

Weaknesses are 
mitigated



Genesis of this talk…
Code review where the author 
had to be absent 

Reviewers agreed that based 
on the “shape” of the code it 
was not test driven 

When author returned, 
reiterated that he wrote all the 
tests first 

This caused me to reflect on 
my own “TDD journey”



What is code shape?

First impression 

Overall architecture 

Team familiarity 

Understandability



First Impressions

Often a general feel for 
what code is doing is 
enough 

Design patterns allow 
for easier 
communication and 
collaboration



Overall Architecture

Greatly influences 
maintenance costs 

Directly impacts cost of 
future features



Team familiarity

Norming a team involves 
a lot of unifying style 

Often seen in style 
guides for code 

Has a big impact on 
shared ownership



Understandability

Code is written once but 
read many times 

The difference between 
ok code and great code 
is determined by the 
readers



So… is code shape really just 
another way of saying code quality?



Kind of

Code shape has the connotation of the visual aspects 
of code 

Code quality has the connotation of overall functionality 
and maintainability 

Similar concepts and both important



What about correctness?

From the agile manifesto - “Working software is the 
primary measure of progress” 

Many people start TDD with the goal of guaranteeing 
correct or working code 

From the agile alliance site - “many teams report 
significant reductions in defect rates, at the cost of a 
moderate increase in initial development effort”



Unfortunately - TDD does not come 
with a “your time back” guarantee

Passing tests does not 
equate directly to working 
software 

The web has plenty of 
people who tried TDD 
and still had problems 

Often early TDD 
experiences generate 
surprising bugs



Set reasonable expectations 
about correctness

Automated tests are much better at ensuring “stability” 
rather than correctness 

Stability allows freedom of refactoring 

The assumptions that hopefully translate this stability 
into correctness are well documented in your tests



Back to code shape

Talked about what code 
shape is 

Distinguished it a little 
from correctness 

Now, how does TDD 
affect it?



TDD affects your code’s 
contract or interface

If you start with a test, 
you start with an 
interface for that test 

If a test is able easily 
consume a procedure or 
function other code will 
too



Go TCP Acceptor

If we start from 
the example in 
the net package 
documentation



Side by side



Go TCP Acceptor
Need someone 
to handle the 
connection - 
our moderator 

Also need to 
send in our wait 
group for 
graceful 
shutdown



Go TCP Acceptor

The moderator 
needs speakers to 
moderate 

HandleConnection 
can just take in a 
moderator



Go TCP Acceptor

The test 
driven 
version 
went down 
a different 
path



Side by side



Go TCP Acceptor
In Go structs fulfill an interface by having the necessary 
functions 

Interfaces can be applied to functions from imported 
libraries allowing you to mock library structs 

net.Listen() is a package level function so it cannot be 
mocked 

A wrapper struct was necessary for testing



But, there be dragons

There is a fine line 
between writing testable 
code and introducing 
code that only exists for 
testing



Daisy the dragon… err, dog

Daisy has 3 states: 
barking, chewing on 
your hand, sleeping 

Let’s build a Daisy FSM



Daisy the puppy as a FSM

Daisy handles 
events 

Observing 
Daisy lets us 
know what 
state she is in



Daisy the puppy as a FSM

Our first 
test is 
waking a 
sleeping 
dragon… 
or Daisy



Daisy the puppy as a FSM

Passing as 
simply as 
possible 
reveals we 
need to 
start with 
another 
test



Daisy the puppy as a FSM

Start with 
ensuring 
GetState 
returns 
our 
starting 
state



Daisy the puppy as a FSM

Looking 
closer to 
what we 
want



Daisy the puppy as a FSM
The next test 
presents a choice 

We want to test the 
transition from 
Barking to Chewing 

The only way 
currently to get to 
barking is redo the 
actions in a 
previous test



Shaping Code

Just introducing testing will shape code 

The way testing is implemented by the language will 
shape code 

Your rigor in preventing test code making its way into 
production code will shape the code you write 

What about the test writer?



Code Katas
A kata is an exercise in karate where you repeat a form over 
and over 

Learning and improvement happen over repetitions 

Interesting insights occur from observing yourself doing 
something that has become “second nature” 

A great way to learn TDD 

Pair better with your morning cup of coffee than browsing 
reddit or reviewing emails!



Bowling Pin Kata

Popularized by Robert C. Martin (Uncle Bob) 

Classically involves 5 tests 

Writing a scorer for 10-pin bowling



Preview



The first test is an all gutter game



Implementing the first test requires just returning zero



In the next test we knock down a single pin



Passing this test, we notice a chance to refactor



Refactoring makes our function names a bit more honest



Our next test introduces the spare case



Now we have to iterate a frame at a time



The forth test introduces a single strike



Another if handles the strike



The final test is for a perfect game



Lots of opportunities to refactor once all tests are passing



Extracting some private functions adds to readability



How does the testers 
mindset shape the code?

What if I wasn’t as familiar with this kata? 

I tried to take on the mindset of someone less 
concerned with the established form and more 
concerned with getting a correct solution



The first test is the same



Passing it is also the same… 



Ok, enough easy ones, lets test some thing complicated



I had to bite off a lot more complexity at once this time



I wonder if the perfect game test will just work…



Nope, still have to do something about the bonus frames



The greater than or equal 9 on frameCount seems wrong, 
perhaps another test is a good idea



It should have been greater than or equal to 10, was 
missing the else on line 17



Similar refactor step for readability



Side by side to compare 
shape



The gilded rose kata

Great example of 
dealing with code shape 

References World of 
Warcraft



Start to finish



Gilded rose 
shape

• All items have a SellIn value which denotes the 
number of days we have to sell the item

• All items have a Quality value which denotes 
how valuable the item is

• At the end of each day our system lowers both 
values for every item

• Once the sell by date has passed, Quality 
degrades twice as fast

• The Quality of an item is never negative
• "Aged Brie" actually increases in Quality the 

older it gets
• The Quality of an item is never more than 50
• "Sulfuras", being a legendary item, never has to 

be sold or decreases in Quality
• "Backstage passes", like aged brie, increases in 

Quality as it's SellIn value approaches; Quality 
increases by 2 when there are 10 days or less 
and by 3 when there are 5 days or less but 
Quality drops to 0 after the concert



Gilded rose 
shape

Step one, backfill 
all the tests!



Gilded rose 
shape

Target Sulfuras first



Gilded rose 
shape

Sulfuras moves up top 
and things get simpler 

sellIn being adjusted mid 
way through is a mine 
waiting for us, let’s 
address that now



Gilded rose 
shape

sellIn moves up and 
some magic numbers at 
least match our spec 

The check to keep 
quality below 50 can be 
pulled into a private 
function



Gilded rose 
shape

increaseQuality looks 
solid 

We can add the same 
for decreasing



Gilded rose 
shape

decreaseQuality adds 
parity to increaseQuality 

Looks like the 
backstage passes are 
our next target of 
opportunity



Gilded rose 
shape

Not sure I like the 
passes logic but at least 
it is in one place 

Next we address the 
cheese



Gilded rose 
shape

Things are shaping up a 
little 

What if we change the 
increase and decrease 
quality methods to 
operate on the Item itself 
and take in a value



Gilded rose 
shape

That cleans up the calls 

And it opens up 
simplification of the 
concert tickets and 
cheese logic



Gilded rose 
shape

That is readable, maybe 
a little dense 

Extracting some more 
private methods should 
help



Gilded rose 
shape

Now every function is 
relatively short 

Adding the conjured 
mana cake as part of the 
kata would just be 
another fun 

Best of all, our tests tell 
us we didn’t break 
anything!



Side by side



Actual code on GitHub

All the code we’ve went 
through available github 

Fair warning: it might be 
a little disorganized 

https://github.com/Tolk-
Haggard/test-driven-talk

https://github.com/Tolk-Haggard/test-driven-talk
https://github.com/Tolk-Haggard/test-driven-talk


The TDD Journey
When I started TDD 
about 5 years ago I 
thought it was all 
about code 
correctness 

I never had talked 
about code shape in 
the previous 11 
years writing code



Through practice I found
TDD is more about stability than correctness (you still gotta test in the 
wild!) 

TDD gave me the confidence to mercilessly refactor 

TDD helped me better define code interfaces 

TDD left me with executable documentation 

TDD pushed me to write more modular code 

TDD made it painful to violate single responsibility 

TDD gave my code a better shape



Where did our team end up?
The author had duplicated the 
UAT logic for their TDD unit 
tests 

Great discussions about TDD 
and test shape 

Team agreement on how tests 
should be structured instead of 
of just that there should be tests 

A great example of growing as a 
team



If you try new things, you’ll be surprised 
by the types of things you can learn

One of the most 
interesting experiments I 
ever tried was one-hour 
pair switching 

Experiments only 
sometimes tell us what 
we want to know, but 
always give us 
opportunity to learn



Never stop experimenting, 
never stop reflecting

If you don’t TDD, try it 

If you only TDD, see what it 
is like to stop for a day 

If you pair switch, do it faster 

if you don’t pair, try it 

ALWAYS gather metrics and 
spend time reflecting on 
what you learned as a team



And because someday I might have 
to maintain something you wrote…

Care more 
about your 
code’s shape!



Questions? Comments?



The soaking wet story

This is Faith 

She learned to use the 
F-bomb at an early age


